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The meeting opened with a closed session from 2.30 pm to 3.20 pm 

as a result of which the Sub-Committee adopted Resolution EM;RCllB/R.5 

Election of the Regional Director 



l.(a ) EXPANDED PROORAMME OF TECHNICAL AS:?ISTAt..DE (COUNTRY PROGRAlll-lE ffiOCEDURES) 

Agenda item 10(a); Document EM,rRCll/15. 

The CF.AIRMAN tnvitcd the attention of the, Sub-Committee to Item 10 of 

the; :,genda , and invi.ted. Dr. Taba to introduce the discussion. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR reminded the Sub-Committee that the supplementary 

Provisional Agenda which had been circulated divided Item 10 of the Agenda 

into two parts, A and B. Part A concerned the Expanded Programme of 

Technical Assistance and country programming procedures. Part B dealt 

with Resolutions of "Regional interest. The relevant document was EM,rRCllB/15. 

Dealing first with the expanded programme of technical assistance, the 

Sub-Committee would find in lmnex V to the document mentioned, the report of 

the Technical Assistance Board to the Technical Assistance Committee on the 

procedure for programme planning and that of the Technical Assistance Cow~ittee 

to the Economic and Social Council on the same question. The decisions of 

those bodies "ould naturally affect that part of tl:.e prograrmne.in the Region 

financed from Technical Assistance resources. The Sub-Gommittee would note 

that in the resolution set out in Annex V, the Technical Assistance Committee 

adopted the proposal of the Technical Assistance Board that long-term 

projects should be subsidized for their entire duration. The Technical 

Assistance Committee would accordingly approve such projects for up to four 

years at any one t:irne. 

The Technical Assistance Committee also decided that the procedure of 

planning a technical assistance programme for two years at a t:irne should be 

continued for another two years -1963,«nd 1964.. 

The Sub-Committee would be interested in the paragraph in which it is 

recommended that the Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board 

should invite the Executive Secretary of each Regional Economic Commission 

to present a report on the economic and social projects in his region. So 

far as this Sub-Gommittee was concerned, the ralevant regional economic 

commissions ,.ould be that for Africa and that for Asia and the Far East. 
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The Sub-Committee might wish to concur in the proposal thatprojeots 

under the Technical Assistance Progral1lQe should be planned for the whole 

of their probable duration. The REGIONAL DIRECTOR and his staff would be 

at the service of Member States to assist them in preparing, for the whole 

duration of assistance required of WHO, their health projects under the 

expanded programme for any other assistance and advice required. 

The CHAIRMAN culled the attemiorl of the Sub-C01'!I1:ittee to the draft 

resolution on this question which had just been distrib~ed, 

Decision: The resolutirn =s approved (EZ/rl.C1lB)R.6). 

{b) RESOLUJ'ION OF REGIONAL INTEREST; Item 10(b) of the Agenda (Document~D/l4) 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR, with reference to part B of Item 10 of the AgendaJ 

said th~t the resolutions of regional interest which had been adopted by the 

World Health Assembly or by the Executive Board since the last meeting of 

the Regional Committee, were presented for the information of the Sub-CC1lllJlittee 

in document EM/RCll/L4. They were: 

Resolution WHAl4.2 of the Fourteenth World Health Assembly on Malaria 

Eradication, which urged governments to give full administrative and financial 

support to eradication campaigns; 

Resolution WHA14.14 on the financing of the malaria eradication programme 

in which it was deCided that from 1961 the administrative and the operational 

and services costs should be financed frQn the regular budget; 

Resolution WHA14.1S on measures to ensure the financing of the field 

programme, which provided that the costs of the eradication field progr~~e 

should be included in the regular budget by stages over a period of three 

years and made special provision for certain countries; 

Resolution WHAl4.27, which maintained the Malaria Erad;i.cation Special 

Account, urged Hember States to make substantial voluntary contributions to 

it and endorsed the Executive Board's proposal for the issue of special 

postage stamps; 
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Resolution WHAl4.38 which ask-ed the DIRECTCR-GENERAL to prepare estimates 

of the trends in the Organization's malaria work for the ceming five years; 

Resolution~14.44 on the interpretation of the criteria determining 

which countries should be eligible for credits under Resolution loJHIU4.IS. 

Several of the resolutions of the Executive Board included in the document 

were the bases of the World Health Assemb~ resolutions that had been ~,ust 

mentioned, in regard, for example, to the financing of the eradication programme, 

the continuation of the Special Account and the issue of postage stamps. 

The resolution liJHAl4.16 of the- Fourteenth World Health Assembly concerned 

the election of Members entitled te serve on the Executive Board. The Sub-

Committee would note that three of the countries so selected were in th-J 

Eastern Hediterranean Region - Iraq, Israel and Pakistan. 

Other resolutions of the Fourteenth World Health Assemb~ concerned the 

adoption of a WHO flag; continued assistance to newly independent scates; a 

declaration on the granting of independence to colonial countries ana the 

consequent tasks of WHO; the question of priorities in the programme (which 

the Sub-C~~ttee had discussed that morning); the smallpox eradication 

progranme, which would be discussed later; work assisted jointly with UNICEF; 

WHO relations with the League of Arab States; and on radiation health. 

Finally ca,me a resolution of the Executive Board EB27.R21, on Resolution 

797(XXX) of the Econcmic and Social Council with special reference to '3ducation 

and training. 

The CHlJ]lYJilN thanked the REGIONAL DIRECTOR and called on Dr. Dorolle, 

Deputy Jirector-General. 

Dr. DOROLLE said he wished to remind the Sub-Committee of the resolutions 

on financing the malaria eradication programme. The inclusion of the costs 

of' the malaria eradication programme in the regular budget was now in progress 

but he wished to call attention of Members to the fact that the transition 
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was not complete. The governments were therefore called upon to continue 

voluntary contributions to the malaria eradication special account until the 

transfer to the regular account was complete. After the transfer had been 

completed, contributions .10uld still be welccme.; until that time, voluntary 

contributions were indispensable. 

The results of the suggestion for the issue of special stamps had been 

very satisfact~ and he might perhaps make clear that the request had two 

parts. The first was that such special stamps should be issued and the 

revenue applied to malaria eradication work. The second .ms that, if pOSSible, 

part of the proceeds from the stamps should be donated to WHO. The two 

questions were separate and a country was at liberty to issue the special 

stamps and use the revenue for its own antimalaria work. 

DR. SYMA.l'J (Israel) informed the Sub-Committee that in the previouS week 

they had received the approval of their Postal Administration to sell anti-

malaria postage stamps. 

The Chairman read to the Sub-Committee a draft resolution to the effect 

that the Sub-Ccmmittee having reviewed the document presented to them setting 

out resolution of regional interest adopted by the Fourteenth World Health 

Assembly and by the Executive Bo-crd et its T1'18nty-sixth, Twenty-sevonthand 

Twenty-eighth sessions t~.kes note of the content of thesG resolutions. 

Decision: The resolution was D.pproved (EMjRCllBjR. 7). 

2. PROPOSED FRO:1RAIW AND BUDGET E3TIl'lATES FOR 1963 FOR THE EASTERN 
11EDITER.RA.NEAN REGION; Item 11 of the Agenda (Document E}!/RCli/3) 

Dr. TABA, Regional Director, introduced the proposed programme and budget 

estimates for the Region for 1963 (Document EMjRCll/3) and explained the form 

of presentation, which followed t.hat of previous years. In accordance with 

resolution WHAl4.14 of the Fourteenth World Health Assembly, the administrative 

and operational services costs of the malaria eradication programme had been 



included in the revised 1961 estimates. Besides the proposals for 1963, 

the document contained the revised programmes and est~tes for 1961 and 

1962. The 1961 figures represented the best estimate of eocpenditure avail-

able at the t:ime the document had been prepared; the 1962 programme .. ras that 

revised in the light of the discussions that had taken place with delegations. 

The projects shown under Technical Assistance for 1961 and 1962 were in 

accordance with the biennial programme already approved by the Technical 

Assistance Board. Those for 1963 were tentative; the programme for 1963 

l{Quld be finalized at country level when the next biennial programme was 

prepared in 1962. 

Dr. SYMAN (Israel) >las glad to note that the budget proposed for 1963 

shO>1ed an increase over the previous two years and particularly welcomed tho 

fact that the largest increases werc for work in mental health.andradiation 

and isotopes and for fellowships. 

At the Sub-Committee'sfirst meeting Dr. Taba had said that it was 

proposed to increase the number of cQuntry and area representatives to six. 

Were any further increases in the number contemplated. Also, how many of 

the posts were actually filled, and where were the representatives stationed~ 

He ,muld appreciate the comments of the Regional Director on the trends 

in increasing inter-country activities. 

The REGIONAL DIRECTOR said that all the posts of regional advisers 

enumerated on page 23 of the progra.nune and budget document had been filled, 

l·lith the exception of the post in Public Health Laboratory l'1ethods, which 

was one that was exceptionally difficult to fill in that it required a good 

bacteriologist who was familiar as 1iJell with the organization of public health 

laboratories, both at the central and the provincial levels, and the p.4 post 

in Environmental Sanitation. Th.?t post had been established for the year 1962 
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and the intention was to fill it tow~ the end of 1961 or early in 1962. 

In effect, therefore, only one of the pasts established for the 

year 1961 remained vacant and every effort was being made to find a suitable 

incumbent. 

As for the country representatives, it would be noted that the salary 

grades for the six posts differed according to their differing responsibilities. 

The normal practice was for country representatives to reside at the seat of 

government of the country to which they were accredited. For Ethiopia, the 

station was Addis Ababa; for Iraq and the Gulf territories, Baghdad; for 

Jordan, Lebanon and the Syrian Region of the United Arab Republic) Beirut; 

for Libya, it woul.d be the seat of the Federal Government; for Pakistan, 

it was at present Karachi but would be moved if the Hinistry of Health moved 

to Rawalpindi; and for Saudi Arabia, it was Riyad. 

He fully agreed on the advisability of gradually increasing the number 

of country representatives until there was one for every Member country or 

at least for SUitably grouped countries. The growth in the programme of 

the Region called for more advisory services on the spot and also closer 

liaison at the country level with other agencies working in the health field. 

No doubt the Regional Committee would take those considerations into account 

when considering future proposals. 

The CHAIRMAN, noting that there were nO further comments, submitted for 

the Sub-Committee's approval a draft resolution on the proposed programme 

and bupget estimates. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted (F)II/RGJ.lB/R.8) 
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Dr. FARID (Secretariat) introduced the report on the malaria eradication 

progra.rnmes in the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EM/RCll/4) • The evolution 

of those programmes since 1955 had provided Hember States and international 

bodies with valuable experience both on the technical side and in-the admi-

nistrative and financial management of such programmes. Much of the infor-

mation of outstanding interest accumulated over the years was recapitulated 

in the repart, as well as some of the newly adapted policies of WHO, UNICEF 

and US ICA. 

The Director-General had already referred with gratification to the fact 

that Pakistan had made a start early in the year on an eradication programms; 

with PakistanIs adherence to the policy of eradication, a large area in the 

Region, stretching from Pakistan-to Israel and the Lebanon and ll1volving 

seven countries in all, was now the scene of eradication operations. The 

area had a population of 110 million under malaria risk, llhich rsprcsented 

seV9Ilty par cent of the total -population under risk in the Region. 

The report described the type and status of the malaria eradication 

programmes in operation. Eradication programmes were going on in the seven 

countries to Which he had referred and in Libya, and pre-eradication surveys 

had been completed in the Egyptian Province of the United Arab Republic 

(l"ith eighteen million people under risk) and Tunisia (with two million 

people under risk) • The governments of those two countries, although they 

had repeatedly affirmed a(lhel'ence to malaria eradication in principle, lTere 

somewhat hesitant to sign an agreement on the specific plans of operation 

developed by the competent national authorities with \>lliO assistance, It was 

nevertheless hoped that they would soon join in the general policy of era-

dication and thus fulfil the oblig,:ltion imposed on all by the; very nature of 

the world-vTide enterprise. 
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The Regional Director was laying great stress on the sound planning of 

eradication programmes, based on the experience of the past few years and 

in line with the basic requirements developed by WHO. It was gratifying to 

note that even Member States which had already embarked upon programmes were 

taking pains to draw up new comprehensive plans so that sucess might be 

guaranteed. Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, the United Arab Republic (Syrian Province) 

and Israel had already drawn up and were engaged in executing such plans an.i 

Iran was preparing a suitable plan to start in 1962. It was noteworthy that 

Israel, -which had reported only thirteen indigenous cases or malar~ during 

1960 among the senvety-four positive cases detected, had already decided to 

sign an agreement with the Regional Office, providing for WHO help in termi-

nating to work. 

The impetus given by the Regional Office to malaria eradication in the 

Hegion might be measured by the fact "hat pre-eradication surveys were now 

proceeding in Saudi Arabia and the.Sudrul and that Ethi-opia and Somalia would 

soon be establishing pre-eradication programmes in con~unction with the 

expansion of rural heatlh services, and also that Yemen, the Aden Protectorate 

and Bahrein were shOWing interest in intensifying malaria control measures 

and training their polyvalent health personnel in eradication techniques. 

Those activities were also a measure of the tremendous efforts made by Bamber 

States to achieve the ultimate goal of freeing the whole Region, consisting 

of nineteen countries and territories, from the curse of maLar~. 

The Regional Director had already referred to the emphasis being laid 

on the strengthening of training facilities both on the national and the 

international level. TWo training centres had been established in Pakistan 

during 1960, in addition to those already existing in Ethiopia and Cairo. 
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The regional training centre in Cairo had gained an excellent reputation 

both among the neighbouring countries and in the African region as well. 

Students from African countries had attended its regular and specialized 

cou.rses, including a course for entomologists given early in 1961. 

The strengthening of operational activities in the country programmes 

had necessitated the provision of sixty w110 professional staff in the technical 

and administrative fields. The distribution of those staff was shown in 

table 5 in the report. The US Ie'", he,d -.lso np.d" ~v"ibblc".dvisory skIf to 

Ethiopia, Iran, J :JI'dan and Libya. 

Steps were being taken to strengthen co-ordination of the work among 

neighbouring countries, such as Iraq, the Syrian Province of the United Arab 

Republic, Israel, Jordan and the Lebanon. A w1l0 inter-country evaluation 

team had been established in Beirut early in 1961 for that purpose. In 

addition to co-ordinating efforts along common frontiers, the team would be 

able to help in the annual evaluation of progr~8s and, in the near future, 

in certif'yi.ng the COmPletion of eradication, in line ,lith the vlHO policy of 

establishing a register of countries or territories where malaria was reported 

as being eradicated. Certification of the kind might help l'le!i1ber States to 

impose quarantinable measures designed to give protection against the re-

introduction of malaria. 

The Regional Office had a co-ordinating role to play also, in regard 

to the assistance provided by UNICEF and bi-lateral agencies. Ethiopia and 

Jordan were examples of countries where WHO, UNICEF and US rCA were -0'.11 ;;i ving 

assistance to developing crndicntim pro'Sl':lInm~s. UNICFF ,·r.s"ssisting oight 

co~ntries in the Region, in line with the joint policy developed by UliICEF 

and WHO in respect of the global maJa ria eradication programme. 

As the work advanced, the need uas felt for establishing and strengthening 

the passive surveillance system through intensive health education and the 
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prQaulgating of appropriate legislation on compulsory notification of malaria. 

In developing countries lacking a fl'amework of rural health services, the 

establishment of co-ordination measures was being stressed to prepare the way 

for integrating the eradication services into the public health structure and 

to train the rural health service personnel in the malaria techniques needed 

during the maintenance phase. 

Undoubtedly the execution of a regional malaria eradication programme 

was faced with difficulties, most of which emanated from poor management. 

New administrative procedures were being introduced through the autonomous 

powers vested by law in the director-general of the national malaria eradication 

service or the governing board. The major technical problem was the presence 

of a large nQJl1adic population; Somalia was an example - two-thirds of the 

population there were nQJl1ads. There was also the reported double resistance 

to the chlorinated hydro-carbons that had been developed by Anopheles stephensi 

in Southern Iran. r'urther study was needed, too, on the extensive migratory 

flights of Anopheles pharoensis into Gaza and Israel in 1959 which had possibly 

emanated from the Sinai Peninsu.la or the Nile Delta. It was thus apparent 

that the overall success of the eradication programmes must await a solution 

for those problems. Studies and applied research with that end in view must 

be stimulated. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr. Farid for his informative introduction and 

invited canments on the report. 

Dr. SYl'1AN (Israel) remarked that there was great interest in the progress 

made in the Region towards the eradication of malaria. He had been much 

impressed by the decision of Pakistan to start an energetic attack on malaria 

within its territory; considering the vastness of the problem in Pakistan 

that was a moso courageous and praiseworthy decision. 
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At the other end of the scale, Israel was in the final stages of 

eradicating the disease from its territor; and the last step had its ~l 

dHficulties in that it was hard to convince government authorities of the 

need for expending funds to root mlt the few remaining cases. Horeover, 

it had 'Jeen found that the younger members of the medical profession in 

Israel, lac':ing experience of the disease in rampant conditions, fail to 

recognize !1l2.laria quic:.dy. Measures were therefore being taken to improve 

their knowledge and to atmken the medical profession in general to the fact 

that malaria still existed as a clinical problem, with a view to improving 

surveillance work • The incidence of malaria had been brought d= to 

• 02 per thousand. 

He had noted from the report that in Bome countries work against 

malaria did not come directLy under the public health authorities. He 

was of the opinion that it was preferable for tha ministry of health to 

be directly responsible for such work, although Pakistan might perhaps be 

an exception because of the magnitude of the problem there. 

The repart mentioned the quastion of the re-employment of malaria 

vrorkers once the iIlCidence of the disease had sufficientlY diminished, and 

advocated that they should be re-trained and absorbed into rural health 

units. Israel had already made a start on that pOlicy with highlY success-

ful results. Nalaria workers had been trained for general public health 

work and had been integrated into rural health units or general public health 

units and also into work on bilharziasis. 

lie congratulated the Secretariat on the excellence of the report that 

had been submitted. 

Dr. DIBA (Iran) found tha,t the report gave a most complote and exhaustive 

description of the situation with regard to malaria eradication in the Region. 
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It referred to the programme baing conducted in Iran. Without going into 

detail. he would like to bring a few facts to the attention of the Committee. 

In Iran. the eradication of malaria was regarded as a long-term programme, 

the end of which should not be looked for in the very near future. However, 

there was no cause for discouragement as the results achieved in the j,orth 

had been good. On the other hand, in the South, Anopheles stephens is had 

proved resistant to all insecticides used at :"resent ,::nd the 

spri:\Ylng campaign had had to be brought to a standstill for the time being. 

It was, however. hoped that re-contamination of areas already freed would be 

prevented through a drug distribution prograrrune. A few cases that had come 

to light in those areas had, on investigation, proved to emanate from areas 

that were still affected. It was unfortunate that in the South there would 

have to be a period of waiting in the hope that new insecticides would enable 

Iran once more to take up the struggle against the disease. Meanwhile, drug 

therapy and prophylaxis was being used. 

The Iranian Government considered the malaria eradication campaign of 

prime importance in the health field and, under the new five-year plan that 

was in preparation, the sum of $ 12,000,000 had been allocated for malaria 

eradication work beginning in 1962. 

He was inclined to think that perhaps too much concern was boing shown 

regarding the future use of staff working on malaria eradication. The 

intention in Iran was eventually to convert the surveillance centres that 

were being established into rural health centres and to train the surveillance 

staff for general rural health work. 

Dr, FARm (Secretariat) said he had been most interested to hear of the 

steps being taken in Israel to eradicate the few remaining foci of malaria. 

Israel's interest in malaria eradication had been further demonstrated by its 

adherence to the WHO stamp project. 
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There appeared to be sQX,e misunderstanding: the malaria eradication 

services in all countries of the Region came under the national public health 

au.thority. In Pakistan, hOl·mver, a malaria eradication board had been set 

up to direct the progral!une bu.t the Chairman of the Board was, in fact, the 

,':inistor of Health of Pakistan. 

He also welccmed the information given regarding the absorption of malaria 

eradication personnel into the rural health service. In Iran, cessation of 

transmission of the disease had been secured in some 400 villages, but sur-

veillance operations had had to be continued beyond the normal three-year 

period because of the lack of adequate rural health services. He was there-

fore glad to hear that the malaria eradication staff was to be trained for 

rural health work. Eradication was near in Northern Iran but operations in 

the South were beset by many problems. A proportion of the population was 

nomadic; the anopheline vector had developed double resistance to the chlori-

nated hydro-carbons; ccmmunications were inadequate; there ~ras no adequate 

rural health framework to cope with the future consolidation phase; and thore 

was the further factor that in the hot ,mather ,,,uch of the population slept 

outside and ~18re thus exposed to the depredations of a vectat- l·,hich also rested 

outside. That combination of problems would require special measures, but 

the delay entailed would not affect the position in tho North where the drug 

distribution programme and good surveillance measures ,Jere proving effective. 

The CHAIRMA.i"i, noting that there were no further comments, put forward 

a draft resolution on the malaria eradication programme for the Sub-Committec's 

consideration. 

Decision: The draft Nsolution was adopted (EM/RGllBjR.9). 
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(b) Smallpox: Control and Eradication (EI'!/Rcn/5) 

Dr. OMAR (Secretariat) introduced the report on smallpox: control and 

eradication (EM/RCll/5). Smallpox: was not a new subject for action by WHO; 

work on smallpox: had formed part of the programme since the inception of the 

Organization and the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board had 

adopted many resolutions on the matter over the years. The Eastern 

Hediterranean Region had also participated in that activity and some nine 

documents in all on the subject had been submitted to the Regional Committee. 

The present report summarized ~ne current situation in regard to smallpox: 

control and eradication in the Region and described the assistance provided 

by the Regional Office to the Member States. That assistance took many 

forms, the chief of which was the provision of technical advice. In 1958 

a team had been formed consisting of an epidemiologist and a laboratory 

expert for the purpose of surveying the smallpox: situation throughout the 

whole Region. The work had continued into 1960 and a detailed report had 

been submitted. Technical assistance and technical advice was also provided 

through the issue of technical documents, some of which were prepared by WHO 

and some by the Regional Office. The WHO documentation gave valuable advice 

on such matters as the organizing of an eradication programme, the preparation 

of vaccine, and the mass vaccination campaign. 

The Regional Office had also awarded twenty-one fellowships to medical 

officers, bacteriologists and laboratory technicians, for study of various 

aspects of smallpox: control and eradication and for a~~endance at training 

courses and conferences organized by WHO. In late 1959 a conference on 

Smallpox: Eradication had been held at Brazzaville for countries in Afric&; 

in 1960 an inter-regional Smallpox Conference for countries in Asia had bC0n 

held at New Delhi and a training course on freeze-dried vaccine production 

had been conducted at Lagos, Nigeria. 
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As far as possible, requests from countries of the ?cegion for equipment 

for the production of freeze-dried vaccine had been met; in particular, nine 

lyophilization apparatuses had been provided. Furthermore, vehicles, st.eri-

lization equipment and vaccine had been provided in some instances to assist 

countries in carrying out mass vaccination campaigns. Glycerinated and 

dried vaccines had also been provide4 in some cases of emergency. The 

glycerina"ted vaccine had been donated by J'ordan and the dried vaccine by 

the USSR. 

The information received from goverP~ents on the status of their amallpox 

eradication programmes in response to the recent request of the Director-

General had been incorporated in the report. In brief, it could be said 

that a nmnber of countries had already undertaken eradication ca~paigns; 

others were still at the planning stage; and a third group were not as yet 

in a position either to start eradication or to ta~(e effective control 

measures. Smallpox was endemic in some six or seven countries of the 

Region; in the remaining countries the disease Has not endemic and there-

fore did not present a public health problem. It ,ras noteworthy that som2 

countries in the latter group had also undertaken mass vaccination campaignu 

against smallpox. It was plain from the figures given in Annex II to the 

report that the incidence of the disease had shown a marked deer ease wherever 

mass vaccination campaigns had been carried out. Iran, Pakistan, and Iraq 

were cases in point. It was hoped that the countries still at the planning 

stage would be able to embark on mass vaccination in the near future; 

supplies of freeze-dried vaccine from abroad or from home production were 

available to all. Ethiopia, for example, now had a production capacity 

of ten million doses a year. 

Lastly, there was one point of great importance to 'Thich 11e ,Jished to 

draw attention and that was the need for co-ordination of work among endemic 
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countries with a carunon boraer. Unless work along cammon borders was co-

ordinated, no satisfactory results would be obtained since effective quarantine 

measures could not be instituted at such points. Accordingly it Wab to be 

hoped that countries in such a position would reach agreement on instituting 

simultaneous campaigns in border areas, in accordance with the recommenaation 

made in the resolution on the subject that had been adopted in 1959. 

Dr. BERTHET (International Children's Centre), speaking at the invitation 

of the CHAIRMAN, said he would like to have some information on the results 

of the programme of conbined vaccination against smallpox: and tuberculosis 

that bad been carried out in Iran. He was particularly interested i..'1 that 

experiment because of the problem that was being caused for countries with 

environmental sanitation problems by the need for immunization against a 

varie~ of diseases. POliO!1lyelitis vaccination was now being added to the 

list, making six such operatiOnS' in all. The need for simplifying the 

procedure was therefore obviOUS, so as tb forestall possible reluctance on 

the part of mothers to allow their children to undergo so many irnnrunizing 

processes. He hoped it would be found possible, always provided that the 

cmbined procedure was equally effective, to give some of those vaccinations 

together, d method which would have the further advantage of economy, since 

a single staff could carry out more than one operation. 

Dr. SYMAN (ISl'ael) said he, too, would be interested to hear more on 

the matter. One way out of the organizational difficuity of spacing vacci-

nations would be to introduce multiple vaccination. Israel had had no 

experience of combining BeG and smallpox vaccination, with the single exception 

of one emergency measure a few years ago at a time when three to four thousand 

new imllligrants had cme in mass. The results then obtained had been 

satisfactory • The only multiple vaccine in use in Israel was the triple 

one against diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis. 
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In Israel, BCG vacc:l.nat:l.on took place on the newborn infant wh:l.le :l.t 

was st:l.ll :l.n the matern:l.ty home, whereas smallpox vacc:l.nation was g:l.ven :l.n 

the maternal and ch:l.ld health centre during the f:l.rst year of life. 

There ro:l.ght be a case for como~rrLng ~nmunizations now that vacc:l.nation 

against pol:l.omyelitis was also be:l.ng introduced; but he had understood that 

polio vaccination should not be combined with i.mmunizat:l.on against any other 

d:l.sease. 

Dr. DIBA (Iran) explained that the operation carried out in Iran had 

been simultaneous, and not combined, vaccination. The idea had arisen at 

the start of the BCG vaccination campaign and the procedure had been to under 

t.:.ke tuberculin testing and vaccinating against smallpox and, where the 

tuberculin react:l.on was negative to give the BCG vaccine three days later. 

The results had been satisfactory; effective irnnlUhization haa. been obtained. 

Subsequently, the operations had been separated for maqy reasons, amongst 

them the w:l.shes of iVHO and UNICEF, wh:l.ch were prov:l.ding assistance for the 

BCG vaccination campaign. 

A combined campaign requ:l.red more time to be spent in each locality than 

would be needed for the separate operations. Statistics in Iran showed that 

about eighty-three per cent of the population had been vacc:l.nated against 

smallpox in one year and tilIlt a large proportion could not possibly have bee!l 

covered under a combined c=paign. The combined campaign in question had 

gone further; immunization against diphtheria, typhoid and whooping cough 

had also been affected-all of which had again lengthened the time needed. It 

;lould not be easy to carry out alL those immunizations in con,iunction with 

a smallpox eradication campaign. He would reserve his remarks on polio-

myelitis for the technical discussions. 
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Dr. OMAR (Secretariat) added that a smallpox vaccination campaign 

covered the whole population, irrespective of age, whereas llnmunization 

against tuberculosis or infantile diseases related to certain age grours 

only. The only other instance in the Region of a combined campaign was 

that shortly to take place in Ethiopia, where yellow fever and smallpox 

vaccination was to be done simultaneously. That was a procedure that had 

already been used in French West Africa and found quite safe. 

The CHAllll~ noting that there were no further comments, put forward 

a draft resolution on smallpox control and eradication for the Sub-Committee's 

consideration. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted {EM/RCllB/R.I~). 

(c) Problems of Cancer (EM/RCll/6) 

Dr. EL HALAWAm, Deputy Regional Director, introduced the report on 

problems of cancer (EM/RCll/6). Cancer - a disease which had afflicted man 

from time immemorial - was still a grave problem to which no satisfactar-y 

answer had as yet been found. In recent research on the etiology and 

epidemiology of the disease, new techniques were being utilized, such as 

experiments on animals, the culture of tissue, virology and the study of the 

DNA and the RNA in the cytoplasm. Nucleic acids were built up more rapidly 

in tumour tissue than in normal adult tissue. That waR an aspect to which 

the report gave particular attention. 

Two factors operated in the development of cancer; first the carcino"en 

had to be present and secondly an initiator, acting over a period of time, 

activated the disease. The initiator might take a mechanical, chemical 

or physical form (such as ultra-violet or ionizing radiation), or might be 

parasitic (schistosomiasis) or nutritional. 
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The report also dealt with cancer statistics. Figures for developed 

countrizs showed that, for the year 1957, deaths from cancer had represented 

eighteen per cent of the total mortalitw; in other words, one death out of 

six had been due to cancer, which came second only to the cardiovascular 

diseases (forty per cent) as a main cause of death. In the Eastern 

Mediterranean Region, cancer mortalitw in persons below the age of twenty-five 

was not recorded. t'he figures for one country showed mortalitw from cancer 

as ten per cent of the total in the age group 45 - 54 and the maximum percentage 

in the e.ge grcup 55 - 60. 

Although early diagnosis was of great value, cons:!OOrlngthat fifty per ce:nl;of 

cancer cases were curable in the early stages, notification of the disease 

was not compulsory. It followed that the study of geographical 

distribution of cancer was important. The report dealt with the diagnosis 

of cancer, pointing cut the importance of cytological examination for that 

purpose, and its treatment by means of surgery, ionizing radiation and chemo-

therapy. The immunological self-defence, even against malignant tumours, 

deserved particular attention. 

In radiation, utilization of radio-active cobalt permitted resort to 

supervoltage techniques. The use of radioisotopes in the treatment of 

cancer we.s somewhat limited. One chemotherapy method in use was to counter-

act the synthesis of the am1ne-aci~ which were conSidered to be the basic 

cause of cancer. 

The report gave figures on percentage recovery where early diagnosis 

and treatment was obta~ned (page 6). It was noteworthy that three to four 

pers-ons out of every thousand were affected annually by cancer. Thus, in 

a countI"J with e. popu1.ation of tHenty million, the number of lives that could 

be saved by early action would be approximately thirty to forty thousand. 
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Accordingly, the main purpose of the report was to show the lmportance of a 

cancer control programme (pages 7-15). Separate sections covered detection 

of the disease (in rural dispensaries and hospitals, during examinations for 

tuberculosis, bilharziasis, leukaemia, malaria, trypanosomiasis, etc.) 

positive cancer diagnosis; treatment of recognized patients; registration 

ap~ statistics; cancer research; teaching of the medical profession) 

epidemiological studies and preventive measures) care of incurable patients 

and education of the public and of private practitionsrs. Particular 

emphasis was laid on the value of a network of tumour clinics and treatment 

centres. 

Dr. SYMAN (Israel) remarked that the growing work on cancer was a 

further indication of how the activities of the Regional Office were developing 

and expanding. 

The cancer mortality figures cited by the Deputy Regional Director were 

borne out by experience in Israel. The mortality rate there was seventeen 

per cent and again cancer as a main cause of death came second only to the 

cardiovascular diseases. 

The importance of the tumour clinic was unquestionable. He wondered, 

on the other hand, whether the Sub-Committee should recommend the establishment 

of large treatment centres. In Israel it had been found that local centres 

attached to the hospitals gave greater success in cancer treatment and control, 

and he was of the opinion that most countries would be better advised to adopt 

that approach. The recent advance in treatment of the disease meant that 

the large institute which concentrated on radiology had been largely outgrown. 

,/hat was of the greatest importance was to educate hospital doctors in gcnernl 

to become nore "en ncer-consci aus" • 

Notification of cancer was not compulsory in Israel but some eighteen 

months previously the Ministry of Health had established a cancer register 
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and had taken administrative measures to ensure that most cases of cancer 

were reported. In 1960 the number reported had been 4000 and, although 

skin cancers might escape the net, the Ihnistry of Health ,.;as satisfied that 

reporting was more or less comprehensive. The register was a most important 

instrument for determining incidence of the disease, for research and 

epidemiological studies, and for following up the patient's progress after 

detection of the disease. It was thus valuable for planning purposes; to 

determine the nUlllber of hospital treatment centres and so on that would be 

needed to control the disease. 

Dr. GLYNN (United Kingdom) wished to reiter!O:te the warning given by 

Dr. Syman against establishment of ambitious cancer institutiOns, which 

required not only medical staff but a great diverSity of highly trained 

scientific staff as well. He agreed that the best way to tackle the problem 

at the current stage was through well equipped hospitals, education of general 

practitioners in early disgnosis and appropriate reference of patients and 

measures to ensure urgent admission to hospital; the last-named ,TaS parti-

cularly necessary since most hospitals had long waiting lists and many 

patients were allowed to pass from the operable to the inoperable stage 

before admission. 

Dr. EL F..ALAWA..'U, Deputy Regional Director, welcomed the views that had 

been expressed, the more so as they coincided ex:actly with the opinions set 

out in the report. The Regional Office ful~y agreed that a network of 

tumour clinics '''as preferable to one big cancer ir.stitution. 

The C~, noting that there were no further comments, put forward 

a draft resolution on problems of cancer for the Sub-Committee's consideration. 
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Dr. SYMAN (Israel) proposed that the word "facilities" should be sub-

stituted for the word "institutions", in operative paragraph 1. That would 

serve to bring the draft resolution into line with the opinions that had 

been expressed. 

It was so agreed. 

Decision: The draft resolution, as amended, was adOpted 
CEM/RCllB/R.ll) • 

The meeting rose at 5.45 p.m. 


